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Our Attorneys Represent Clients

Across Several States 
Our ability to offer a comprehensive array of legal services across numerous states

is made possible by our strategically positioned network of four branches. Each
branch, situated in states across America, proudly extends our renowned brand of

resources to its respective region. Led by seasoned and highly connected legal
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teams, these branches deliver invaluable legal representation tailored to the unique
needs of each state they serve.

Attorney Referrals
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CHECK OUT OUR BRANCHES!
 

Situated in the heart of Chicago, Illinois, the Maduff Branch is committed to
championing the rights of employees across diverse employment law areas. Our
skilled attorneys concentrate on tackling workplace discrimination, sexual
harassment cases, civil rights issues, FMLA disputes, overtime and unpaid wage
issues, and non-compete claims. Our team also has an active appellate attorney
who handles constitutional, criminal, and military matters.
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Based in Birmingham, Alabama, Barrett & Farahany's Fonteneau Branch is at the
forefront of advocating for civil rights and taking on cases with a focus on
executive representation. Additionally, our seasoned attorneys represent clients
in workplace sexual harassment issues, along with offering unmatched support in
all employment discrimination matters.

In Atlanta, Georgia, the Roberts Branch stands as a beacon of excellence in
employment law representation. With a focus on wage and hour litigation,
individual Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) claims, and managing substantial
collective actions, our team delivers strategic solutions tailored to our clients'
needs. Barrett & Farahany's Roberts Branch also represents clients with sexual
harassment claims, workplace retaliation matters, and employment
discrimination cases overall.

Located in Atlanta, Georgia, the Billips Branch stands proudly alongside the
Roberts Branch, excelling in civil rights and anti-discrimination law. With a focus
on combating workplace discrimination, our skilled attorneys bring a wealth of
experience to each case, striving to uphold justice and equality for our clients. In
addition, the Billips Branch represents clients in sexual harassment and workplace
retaliation claims. 
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